The City of Davis Parks & Community Services Department Proudly Presents

THE 18TH ANNUAL DAVIS CHILDREN’S VERSION OF

THE NUTCRACKER

PERFORMED AT THE VETERANS’ MEMORIAL CENTER THEATRE, DECEMBER 17, 18, 19, AND 20, 1994

Director.................................................................................. Ann Smalley
Producer.................................................................................. Dawn Pease
Executive Producer.................................................Nancy Lewis-Mounce
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Inspired by the original 1816 E.T.A. Hoffman story “The Nutcracker and the Mouse King”.
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Bob Stephenson Brendan Duffey
Robert Schulz Tom Hughes
Chris Wong Jarrod Sartain
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Stage Crew

Vance Goss Seth Duffey
Bob Stephenson Brendan Duffey
Lori Conrad Tom Hughes
Robert Schulz Jarrod Sartain
Chris Wong

COSTUME PRODUCTION STAFF

Head Costumer ......................................................... Julia Reves
Costume Crew Sandra DeGeorge, Celine Livengood
Mary Riordan, Annie Nisen

PRODUCTION COORDINATION STAFF

Group Staff Coordination................................................ Ann Willmann
House Manager ....................................................... Nora Jacobs
Properties Coordinators..................................Lisa Moering & Jenny Pro
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Video Production By Tom Estes

The Director wishes to give special thanks to: Nancy Lewis-Mounce, Dawn Pease, Ann Willmann, Julia Reves, Sandra DeGeorge, Seth Duffey, Vance Goss, the Tech Crew, the Stage Crew, and Ty Smalley.

Dear Friends:

This is our 18th year of providing an enjoyable and memorable theatre experience for young Davis children and their families. We had a great time putting it all together!

Many thanks to the devoted volunteers and staff who make this show possible and thanks to you for being a part of this holiday tradition. Best wishes to you in 1995!

DAWN PEASE, PRODUCER
NANCY LEWIS-MOUNCE, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

Did your child enjoy this theatre experience? If so, you should know that the Parks & Community Services Department offers a fun and imaginative summer drama program for children ages six and up. The program is directed by members of ACME Theatre Company under the supervision of Dave Burmester. Check your Summer 1995 Parks & Community Services Program Guide for more information.
THE NUTCRACKER

CAST

Clara ............................................................. Catherine Curley
Fritz .............................................................. Joseph Emami
Drosselmeyer .................................................. Jeff Wilhelm
Mother .......................................................... Jenny Heffenron
Grandmother .................................................. Nicole Appozzato
Grandfather ..................................................... Chris Larson
Nanny ............................................................. Tara McDermott
Mermaid Queen ................................................ Cadelia Lomel-Loibl
Mouse King ..................................................... Tyler Bowen
Nun................................................................. Mia Davis

THE NUTCRACKER

Leaders:  Sean Fuller, Anne Kaffka, Arianne Silva
Yancher
Travis Merritt, Jeffery Rodvold, Steven Shack, John White, J.R.
Brandon Hasegawa, Cory Hillis, Brook Johnson, Lupe Laguna Jr.,
Leaders: Kevin Fraczek, Michelle Johnson, Amanda Pelton

BIG PARTY GUESTS

Leaders:  Amy Elderts, Janis Burnett
Marois, Brian Russell, Carly Schuster, Alejandra Widner
Hollingworth, Philip Houch, Greg Levin, Andrew Madsen, Alyssa
Leaders:  Michael Gardner, Katherine Garofalo, Devin Fuller
McDermott, Katie Burnett
Paul Kesinger, Julie-Anne Ketchum, Jessica Kitchens, Michael
Leaders:  James Curley, Jordan Jacobs, Nick Garotalo
Weerts
Rosenstein, Jeremy Schimmel, Ian Schmidt, Benjamin Siegel, Timothy
James Ketchum, Chris McDonald, John David Middlekauff, Benjamin
Nicole Barden, Morgan Cecil, Alex Douglas, Christopher Hasegawa,
Leaders:  Erika Gotch, Erin Rose Wider
Catherine Nelson, Carla Rondan, Jessica Suey, Mieko Yoku-Shelton
Leaders:  Erika Smalley, Julie Clark, Heath Broeker

SNOWFLAKE DANCERS

Brooke Agee, Carly Ashby, Megan Feeney, Shannon Casey Fuller,
Rachel Goldberg-LaPointe, Katie Kaffka, Kristy Labourdette, Muta
Livengood, Sarah Neundorfer, Berkeley Ma Naughton, Ramona Prieo,
Betsy Raymond, Bethany Rondan, Ashley Taylor, Amanda Torfi, Lisa
Voelker
 Leaders: Jenny Smalley, Julie Clark, Heath Broeker

MERMAIDS

Kate Billard, Meghan Covert, Allison Kulg, Amy Mac Donald,
Catherine Nelson, Carla Rondan, Jessica Suey, Mieko Yoku-Shelton
Leaders:  Kevin Fraczek, Michelle Johnson, Amanda Pelton

DANCING TREATS

Chris Larson, Morgan Cecil, Alex Douglas, Christopher Hasegawa,
James Ketchum, Chris McDonald, John David Middlekauff, Benjamin
Rosenstein, Jeremy Schimmel, Ian Schmidt, Benjamin Siegel, Timothy
Weerts

Leaders: James Curley, Jordan Jacobs, Nick Garotalo

LITTLE PARTY GUESTS

Leaders:  Amy Elderts, Janis Burnett
Marois, Brian Russell, Carly Schuster, Alejandra Widner
Hollingworth, Philip Houch, Greg Levin, Andrew Madsen, Alyssa
Leaders:  Michael Gardner, Katherine Garofalo, Devin Fuller
McDermott, Katie Burnett
Paul Kesinger, Julie-Anne Ketchum, Jessica Kitchens, Michael
Leaders:  James Curley, Jordan Jacobs, Nick Garotalo
Weerts
Rosenstein, Jeremy Schimmel, Ian Schmidt, Benjamin Siegel, Timothy
James Ketchum, Chris McDonald, John David Middlekauff, Benjamin
Nicole Barden, Morgan Cecil, Alex Douglas, Christopher Hasegawa,
Leaders:  Erika Gotch, Erin Rose Wider
Catherine Nelson, Carla Rondan, Jessica Suey, Mieko Yoku-Shelton
Leaders:  Erika Smalley, Julie Clark, Heath Broeker

DANCING CATS

Leaders:  Heather Huovinen, Katherine Hess, Breanne Kennedy, Mike
Robertson, Julie Perschbacher, Ray Wooliever

Leaders:  James Curley, Jordan Jacobs, Nick Garotalo
Weerts
Rosenstein, Jeremy Schimmel, Ian Schmidt, Benjamin Siegel, Timothy
James Ketchum, Chris McDonald, John David Middlekauff, Benjamin
Nicole Barden, Morgan Cecil, Alex Douglas, Christopher Hasegawa,
Leaders:  Erika Gotch, Erin Rose Wider
Catherine Nelson, Carla Rondan, Jessica Suey, Mieko Yoku-Shelton
Leaders:  Erika Smalley, Julie Clark, Heath Broeker

DANCING DOLLS AND TEDDY BEARS

Anja Dingman, Valerie Lear, Sarah Lebow, Wendy Nakajima, Emma
Ryen, Savannah Scott, Jenny Zagory, Gregory Bostock, Annerick
Hoppman, Steven Kesinger, Jessica Nakajima, Alex Ohiendorf, Alyssa
Russell, Maddy Ryen, Amanda Scott, Jaime Sherburne, Dayton Weiss
Leaders:  Kevin Fraczek, Michelle Johnson, Amanda Pelton

DANCING TREATS

Leaders:  Erika Gotch, Erin Rose Wider
Catherine Nelson, Carla Rondan, Jessica Suey, Mieko Yoku-Shelton
Leaders:  Erika Smalley, Julie Clark, Heath Broeker

RUSSIAN DANCERS

Casey Salmon, Melissa Neagley, Sarah Standiford

Leaders:  Kevin Fraczek, Michelle Johnson, Amanda Pelton

ARABIAN DANCERS

Andrew Badeker, Maggie Collins, Nathan Conrad-Forest, Emily Walters,
Lauren Davis, Sara French, Francesca Gazzaniga, Katy Heaton, Kristen
Laguna, Logan Learned, Ryan Magill, Sarah West

Leaders:  Kevin Fraczek, Michelle Johnson, Amanda Pelton

BOYS

Leaders:  James Curley, Jordan Jacobs, Nick Garotalo

GUMDROPS

Leaders:  Emily Sousa
Ellen Hodell, Ashley Paiko, Kate Richerson, Emily Weerts, Lisa White,
Emly Sousa
Leaders:  James Curley, Jordan Jacobs, Nick Garotalo
Weerts
Rosenstein, Jeremy Schimmel, Ian Schmidt, Benjamin Siegel, Timothy
James Ketchum, Chris McDonald, John David Middlekauff, Benjamin
Nicole Barden, Morgan Cecil, Alex Douglas, Christopher Hasegawa,
Leaders:  Erika Gotch, Erin Rose Wider
Catherine Nelson, Carla Rondan, Jessica Suey, Mieko Yoku-Shelton
Leaders:  Erika Smalley, Julie Clark, Heath Broeker

SNOWFLAKE DANCERS

Brooke Agee, Carly Ashby, Megan Feeney, Shannon Casey Fuller,
Rachel Goldberg-LaPointe, Katie Kaffka, Kristy Labourdette, Muta
Livengood, Sarah Neundorfer, Berkeley Ma Naughton, Ramona Prieo,
Betsy Raymond, Bethany Rondan, Ashley Taylor, Amanda Torfi, Lisa
Voelker
 Leaders: Jenny Smalley, Julie Clark, Heath Broeker

MERMAIDS

Kate Billard, Meghan Covert, Allison Kulg, Amy Mac Donald,
Catherine Nelson, Carla Rondan, Jessica Suey, Mieko Yoku-Shelton
Leaders:  Kevin Fraczek, Michelle Johnson, Amanda Pelton

DANCING TREATS

Christina Cano, Erika Edgerley, Alyssa Ellenfeld, Amanda Gonsalves,
Julie Helmsru, Rachel Jones, Paula Short, Emma Staniels, Danielle
Strongm, Chelsea Villanueva, Clarissa Lyons, Katie Woods
Leaders: Robin Salmon, Armando Diaz

SPANISH DANCERS

Brooks Harris, Sarah Hollingsworth, Maggie Jacobs, Anna Kane,
Meaghan Kennedy, Dustin Medlock, David Moering, Graham Roggli,
Tom Sprankling, Amy Von Rummelhoff
Leaders:  Greg Cecl, Chirne Brown

CHINESE DANCERS

Julia Christian, Rachel Cosca, Alex Farros Hoeppner, Katie
Labourdette, Alison Lynch, Leah Neundorfer, Lily Nisen, Stephanie
Richards
Leaders:  Kevin Fraczek, Michelle Johnson, Amanda Pelton

RUSIAN DANCERS

Casey Adams, Catie Day, Amanda Duke, Katie Eastman, Colleen
Bridge Fuller, Jessica Gamper, Heather Lee, Elisabeth, Leth, Angelina
Ramirez, Betty Sousa, Ayn Yancher
Leaders:  Jennifer Hudson, Brenna DeLapp

BAKERS

Leaders:  James Curley, Jordan Jacobs, Nick Garotalo
Weerts
Rosenstein, Jeremy Schimmel, Ian Schmidt, Benjamin Siegel, Timothy
James Ketchum, Chris McDonald, John David Middlekauff, Benjamin
Nicole Barden, Morgan Cecil, Alex Douglas, Christopher Hasegawa,
Leaders:  Erika Gotch, Erin Rose Wider
Catherine Nelson, Carla Rondan, Jessica Suey, Mieko Yoku-Shelton
Leaders:  Erika Smalley, Julie Clark, Heath Broeker

CLOWNS

Leaders:  Seth Goecker, Sarah Medeiros, Amber Fuellenbach

Leaders:  Kevin Fraczek, Michelle Johnson, Amanda Pelton

RUESSIAN DANCERS

Casey Adams, Catie Day, Amanda Duke, Katie Eastman, Colleen
Bridge Fuller, Jessica Gamper, Heather Lee, Elisabeth, Leth, Angelina
Ramirez, Betty Sousa, Ayn Yancher
Leaders:  Jennifer Hudson, Brenna DeLapp

GUMDROPS

Leaders:  Emily Sousa
Ellen Hodell, Ashley Paiko, Kate Richerson, Emily Weerts, Lisa White,
Emly Sousa
Leaders:  James Curley, Jordan Jacobs, Nick Garotalo
Weerts
Rosenstein, Jeremy Schimmel, Ian Schmidt, Benjamin Siegel, Timothy
James Ketchum, Chris McDonald, John David Middlekauff, Benjamin
Nicole Barden, Morgan Cecil, Alex Douglas, Christopher Hasegawa,
Leaders:  Erika Gotch, Erin Rose Wider
Catherine Nelson, Carla Rondan, Jessica Suey, Mieko Yoku-Shelton
Leaders:  Erika Smalley, Julie Clark, Heath Broeker

CLOWNS

Leaders:  Jennifer Hudson, Brenna DeLapp

Leaders:  Seth Goecker, Sarah Medeiros, Amber Fuellenbach

ANABAN DANCERS

Andrew Badeker, Maggie Collins, Nathan Conrad-Forest, Emily Walters,
Lauren Davis, Sara French, Francesca Gazzaniga, Katy Heaton, Kristen
Laguna, Logan Learned, Ryan Magill, Sarah West

Leaders:  Seth Goecker, Sarah Medeiros, Amber Fuellenbach

Leaders:  Jennifer Hudson, Brenna DeLapp

ANABAN DANCERS

Andrew Badeker, Maggie Collins, Nathan Conrad-Forest, Emily Walters,
Lauren Davis, Sara French, Francesca Gazzaniga, Katy Heaton, Kristen
Laguna, Logan Learned, Ryan Magill, Sarah West

Leaders:  Seth Goecker, Sarah Medeiros, Amber Fuellenbach

ANABAN DANCERS

Andrew Badeker, Maggie Collins, Nathan Conrad-Forest, Emily Walters,
Lauren Davis, Sara French, Francesca Gazzaniga, Katy Heaton, Kristen
Laguna, Logan Learned, Ryan Magill, Sarah West

Leaders:  Seth Goecker, Sarah Medeiros, Amber Fuellenbach